Ecosystem dynamics forecasting is central to major problems in ecology, society, and economy. The proposition is to parametrize the network structure in order to learn model structure within a space 22 provided by prior distribution. We apply to plant epidemiology. 
Introduction

24
The systems we live in, be they natural or human constructions, are ecosystems. Understanding and 25 predicting their dynamics is central to many of our stakes on earth. We can model their emerging 26 properties from the knowledge of the interactions, but this pose problems of extrapolation and it is more 27 difficult to analyse interactions separately than to study the system as a whole and infer interactions 28 from node dynamics. Yet, this requires methods for statistical inference. Many studies attempts to infer 29 interaction from statistical relationship in static data, but the causal inference can only be attained from 30 temporal relationships among system nodes.
31
For deterministic linear models such as lotka voltera, systems parameters solutions can be obtained 32 by solving systems of equations through matrix algebra [1] . we focus on modeling dependencies among variables directly linked to observations. The rationale of our 86 approach is to be able to adapt machine learning to any kind of data and ecosystem.
87
The solution I propose in this paper to this problem of inference of non linear probabilistic ecosystem in the meteorological station. The model can also include deterministic fixed parameters.
120
The likelihood for a sample prior will be calculated by averaging probability of simulating ecosystem ii. Calulate (x, y) probability p(x, y/θ X , θ Y ) over the completed time series
138
(d) estimate the likelihood as the average of (x, y) probability among simulations 
